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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 08 Nov 2015 05:42
_____________________________________

Stinkypeet wrote:

Checking in to say hi

cordnoy wrote:
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Maybe there are hundreds of thousands on this site.....There truly are no names left.

It was either this or filthyundergatchkesthethird jr.

Good thing you beat the other guy.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 05:51
_____________________________________

[quote="peloni almoni" post=268053]cordnoy wrote:

markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish

In order to be swallowed alive by a fish, you have to be a prophet, and your name has to be
Yona. Not a truck named whatever.

apparently alcohol also impairs spelling.
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RABBOYSAI, WE HAVE MADE THE 100-POST MILESTONE !!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by cordnoy - 08 Nov 2015 05:57
_____________________________________

[quote="peloni almoni" post=268055]peloni almoni wrote:

cordnoy wrote:

markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish

In order to be swallowed alive by a fish, you have to be a prophet, and your name has to be
Yona. Not a truck named whatever.

apparently alcohol also impairs spelling.

which spellin' mistake you referrin' to?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
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Posted by markz - 08 Nov 2015 06:03
_____________________________________

'Whatever' has already been allocated to skep whenever he decides to do whatever it takes. Ok
I can't explain now, you know what I mean, whatever...

Btw I think the teen forum would love to have a moderator called whatever, thats about the only
word some teens know

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 08 Nov 2015 06:11
_____________________________________

Also "like", but over here that button is labeled "Thank you", which they probably don't know.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Bigmoish - 08 Nov 2015 12:41
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

Btw I think the teen forum would love to have a moderator called whatever, thats about the only
word some teens know

That would be "wutever"

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 18:28
_____________________________________

[quote="cordnoy" post=268056]peloni almoni wrote:
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peloni almoni wrote:

cordnoy wrote:

markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish

In order to be swallowed alive by a fish, you have to be a prophet, and your name has to be
Yona. Not a truck named whatever.

apparently alcohol also impairs spelling.

which spellin' mistake you referrin' to?

spelling, referring, and judgement.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 18:33
_____________________________________

markz wrote:
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'Whatever' has already been allocated to skep whenever he decides to do whatever it takes. Ok
I can't explain now, you know what I mean, whatever...

Btw I think the teen forum would love to have a moderator called whatever, thats about the only
word some teens know

oh boy. i feel my gabbai senses tingling.

markz wrote:

Forgive me if I'm brutally honest but as an aspie this is what I'm wired to do, even if it means my
karmas go- sometimes.

It troubles me to read great posts by someone with the name 'skep', I even had a hard time
writing 'skep' just now. Aspies are extremely literal people and it really bothers me to see such
names

Imagine if one of the moderators had the name apikores, I don't think I would even read his
posts. We're trying so hard to be positive and any scepticism is not welcome

A lowly boarder is requesting a reputable moderator to ask the grand administrator to upgrade
the name to something like "skyoptical" or "whatever"...

Waydown when you become a moderator I'm going to need your name changed too

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by cordnoy - 08 Nov 2015 18:43
_____________________________________

[quote="peloni almoni" post=268090]cordnoy wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

cordnoy wrote:

markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish

In order to be swallowed alive by a fish, you have to be a prophet, and your name has to be
Yona. Not a truck named whatever.

apparently alcohol also impairs spelling.

which spellin' mistake you referrin' to?

spelling, referring, and judgement.
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Judgment was spelled correctly.....unless you are a Brit.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 08 Nov 2015 20:04
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:

'Whatever' has already been allocated to skep whenever he decides to do whatever it takes. Ok
I can't explain now, you know what I mean, whatever...

Btw I think the teen forum would love to have a moderator called whatever, thats about the only
word some teens know

oh boy. i feel my gabbai senses tingling.

markz wrote:

Forgive me if I'm brutally honest but as an aspie this is what I'm wired to do, even if it means my
karmas go- sometimes.

It troubles me to read great posts by someone with the name 'skep', I even had a hard time
writing 'skep' just now. Aspies are extremely literal people and it really bothers me to see such
names

Imagine if one of the moderators had the name apikores, I don't think I would even read his
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posts. We're trying so hard to be positive and any scepticism is not welcome

A lowly boarder is requesting a reputable moderator to ask the grand administrator to upgrade
the name to something like "skyoptical" or "whatever"...

Waydown when you become a moderator I'm going to need your name changed too

The following user(s) said Thank You:

markz

My dear Gabbai rishon in your Zechus I have the opportunity to do things other rebbes can't on
this forum - you see now whenever something of mine is posted I can also immediately add a 
thank you to myself.

btw I'm looking for a Gabbai sheini in case PA needs a vacation... Anyone know where
barditchev disappeared too?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 20:16
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

btw I'm looking for a Gabbai sheini in case PA needs a vacation... Anyone know where
barditchev disappeared too?
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========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 20:23
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:

btw I'm looking for a Gabbai sheini in case PA needs a vacation... Anyone know where
barditchev disappeared too?

found him, AND nailed you both in one post. 

(except maybe substitute truck for trolly...)

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 09 Nov 2015 02:24
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 09 Nov 2015 04:53
_____________________________________

I like this guy. Where did HE disappear to??
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Rage AT Machine wrote:

(08 October 2009)

The average woman would rather have beauty than brains, because the average man can see
better than he can think.

There are no stupid questions, just stupid people.

When I die, I want to go peacefully like my Grandfather did, in his sleep -- not screaming, like
the passengers in his car. I

Men are like bank accounts.

Without a lot of money they don't generate a lot of interest.

Last night I lay in bed looking up at the stars in the sky and I thought to myself, where the heck
is the ceiling.

Whatever women do they must do twice as well as men to be thought half as good. Luckily, this
is not difficult.

I told the doctor I broke my leg in two places. He told me to quit going to those places. - Henry
Youngman

If your wife wants to learn to drive, don't stand in her way.

A computer once beat me at chess, but it was no match for me at kick boxing.
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"Marriage is give and take. You'd better give it to her or she'll take it anyway." - Joey Adams

There is a fine line between fishing and just standing on the shore like an idiot.

"Insurance is like marriage. You pay, pay, pay, and you never get anything back." - Al Bundy

My advice to you is get married: if you find a good wife you'll be happy; if not, you'll become a
philosopher. - Socrates

 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 09 Nov 2015 05:15
_____________________________________

the.guard wrote:

7Up, your memory is failing you, like mine. I posted these jokes already on this thread.

Oh, and by the way, I posted these jokes already on this thread.

jerusalemsexaddict wrote:

Should these people be running GYE?

We need younger,more efficient people with solid memory to start runnning this place.
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(Uri having a daydream about running GYE.Sitting back in a beautiful plush office in the Empire
State Building with a cigar in his mouth and a glass of whiskey in his hand typing responses to
people with his toes)

========================================================================
====
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